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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1 Field of the Invention
1 Field of the nvention

Th. .nvention ,e„.es to an ,mag. sensor.--— » »^~"*

comp—— ox* semiconductor (CMOS) pixei, and a method* driving the same.

2 Description of the Related Art

In image— captures images » using an .nerg, response character,* o,

semiconductor matena,. ,o detect ,ne energv -mp,.. ,igh,,. - image

dass«ed genera,,, as either a CMOS image sensor an. a charge coup,., device '

-ceo-——
FIG 1 illustrates a conventional image sensor.

pi,., sensor ,0, ana a dout,,e samp,ing ecu,, ,03. According ,c the«— ,mage sens

„ N,o, rises Then via a driving transistor ,01c and a selecting transistor 101d, reset da.a.

. nod. N,o, nses^ The.
^^^^ ^^

7" 11-- .——™ - ~
* ,ne d,win9

"
ans,s,or

To Le OiO. Then, the reset data and the signa, data transtened to the data» ,,ne «

wording ,o tne convention., CMOS ,n,age sensor. the do* samp,,ng circuiUOS incudes

winu a coupling capacitor 103c and a pre-
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assistance capacitor 103b is not implemented, the node N103 can be floated when the sampl.ng

transistor 103a is turned off. A capacitance, of a virtua, capacitor created by the assistance capacitor

103b and the coup.ing capacitor 103c, is nearly equivalent to that of an output capacitor 105a ,n an

output circuit 105. The pre-charging transistor 103d pre-charges a side termina- of the coup.ing

capacitor 1 03c with a reference voltage VR, which is lower than (VDD - Vth).

However the conventional CMOS image sensor has a problem that a very large layout area

is required That is, the conventional CMOS image sensor requires that the .ayout area be capable

of mounting the sampling transistor 103a, the assistance capacitor 103b, and a reference voltage

generating circuit (not shown) for generating the reference voltage VR.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

To solve the above problem, it is one object of the invention is to provide a CMOS ,mage

sensor capable of reducing a layout area.

Another object of the invention is to provide a method for driving the CMOS image sensor.

Accordingly, to achieve the one object, there is provided a CMOS image sensor that outputs

double sampling circuit and an output circuit. The pixel sensor generates the signal data and the

reset data The signal data has a voltage leve. depending on an amount of photo-charge produced

in response to externally received energy. The reset data is produced in a reset mode. The data. I/O

line transfers the signa. data and the reset data generated in the pixel sensor. The double sampling

circuit samples the signa, data and the reset data transferred from the data I/O line and drives an

output terminal. In this case, the double sampling circuit samples the signa, data before the reset

data The output circuit outputs data related to the voltage level of the output terminal.

To achieve the other object, a method for driving a CMOS image sensor is prov.ded. The

CMOS image sensor has a plurality of pixel sensors arranged in rows and columns, generates reset

data produced during a reset mode, and generates signa, data depending on an amount of photo-

charge produced in response to energy received from an externa, energy source. The method

incudes the steps of (a) generating a read signa, and activating a row-selecting signa, for selecting

the row (b) activating a data output signal, (c) outputting the signal data in response to the data

output signal, (d) driving the reset mode after the step (c), and (e) outputting the reset data.
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nnicr DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

which the same numerals indicate the same or corresponding parts:

FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional CMOS image sensor;

*• , rwirv? imaae sensor according to a preferred

FIG. 2 is a circuit diagram represent.ng a CMOS .mage

generated when the CMOS image sensor is driven according to the invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT
DESCRIPTION

accordjng tQ a preferred

FIG 2 is a circuit diagram representing a CMUb .mag

e.r 9 the CMOS image sensor includes a pixel sensor

embodiment of the invention. Refemng to FIG. 2, the CMOS im

201 a data I/O line DIO, a double sampling circuit 203 and an output c.rcuit 205.

tepixelsensor.nnc.udesareset—
The reset trans.stor 201a ,s gated P

Here the VDD and the Vta represent an

n„HP 901 e and the external power voltage VDD, respectively, o

common junction node 201e and th ^ Qf^ common junCtion node

of a source node 201f of the driving transistor 201c decreases

ltaaeVtc Here vtc is a threshold voltage of the driv.ng trans.stor 201c.

201 e by a voltage Vtc. Here, ^^^ fay^
ThP voltaae level of the source node 20 1 f is transrerreu

olid T*e —< 20,d is gated in .esponse ,o . ,ov»-se,ec,ing

The row-selecting signal RSbL selects r
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selecting signal RSEL, are transferred to the data l/O line DIG for every column. Then, the s.gna.

data of the pixe. sensor 201 is transferred to the double samp.ing circuit 203 to be samp.ed

therefrom. <n the preferred embodiment, the seating transistor 201d is an NMOS transistor.

Thereafter, the reset data of the pixel sensor 201 is transferred to. and sampled by the double

sampling circuit 203. That is, according to the invention, the signal data is samp.ed before the reset

data.

The double sampling circuit 203 includes a first transistor 203a, a current source 203b, a

coupling capacitor 203c, a second transistor 203d and a third transistor 203e. When a read

command is generated, the first transistor 203a is turned on in response to a read command signal

READ The data I/O line DIO is driven to a first reference voltage (for example, a ground voUage

VSS) With the read command, the CMOS image sensor is controlled to output a value related to the

signal data stored in the pixel sensor 201 The coupHng capacitor 203c is formed between the data

,„ this embodiment, a terminal of the coupling capacitor 203c is directly connected to the data I/O l.ne

DIO Therefore, for the invention, it is not required to implement either of the sampling transfer

103a and the assistance capacitor 103b of the conventional CMOS image sensor.

The second transistor 203d is gated in response to a first control signal PC1
,

and drives the

storing node NSTO to a second reference vo.tage (for example, the ground vo.tage VSS). The f.rst

contro. signal PC1 is generated in the form of a pu.se. when the read corhmand is inputted. The third

transistor 203e is gated in response to a co.umn-se.ecting signal CSEL, and transfers the voltage o

the storing node NSTO to an output termina. DQ. An output signal VOUT is outputted via the output

terminal DQ. The column-selecting signal CSEL selects a column of the pixe. array. That ,s, the

signal CSEL, are transferred to the output terminal DQ.

To the output termina, DQ, as many column-selecting transistors as columns of the p.xe,

sensor are connected. Therefore, a capacitance produced due to the co.umn-se.ecting transistor

203e connected to the output termina. DQ can be modeled by means of a storing capacitor 205b.

A fourth transistor 205a is gated in response to a second contro. signal PC2, and drives the

output termina. DQ to the ground voltage VSS. Before the co.umn-se.ecting signa. CSEL ,.

activated the second contro. signa. PC2 is activated to pre-charge the output termina. DQ.

When the co.umn-selecting signal CSEL goes to .ogic HIGH, charge stored in the stonng

node NSTO is distributed to the coupling capacitor 203c and the storing capacitor 205b in a rat.o
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equal to the capacitance ratio of the coupling capacitor 203c to the storing capacitor 205b. Then, the

voltage at the storing node NSTO becomes a voltage of the output terminal DQ.

FIG. 3 is a timing diagram for explaining main signals and nodes involved in driving the

CMOS image sensor according to the invention.

5 Firstly, when the first control signal PC1 is at a logic HIGH at a time t1
,

the storing node

NSTO is pre-charged with the ground voltage VSS. The photo-diode 201b, which has been reset

prior to the time t1 , is in a state of accumulating photo-charge.

Thereafter, when the row-selecting signal RSEL and the read command signal READ are at

/ a logic HIGH at a time t2, a source follower circuit consisting of the first transistor 203a, a driving

10 transistor 201c and the selecting transistor 201d can be driven. Then, a voltage difference V1

,

between a photo signal voltage level Vsig and a voltage level Vrst of the reset data, is supplied to the

data I/O line DIO. In this case, since the second transistor 203d is turned on, the storing node NSTO

is maintained at the ground voltage VSS. Therefore, the voltage difference V1 is stored between the

two sides of the coupling capacitor 203c.

1 5 When the first control signal PC1 is at a logic LOW at a time t3, the storing node NSTO is in

a floating state. Thereafter, when the reset signal RS goes to logic HIGH at a time t4, the data I/O

line DIO is driven to the reset data voltage Vrst. Then, a voltage level of the storing node NSTO is

driven up to the photo signal level Vsig (wherein, Vsig = Vrst - V1 = Vrst - Vrst + Vsig) by the

coupling capacitor 203c.

20 When the read command signal READ is at a logic LOW at a time t5, the current source

203b is cut off. in this state, data of all the columns related to a single row are stored in the storing

node NSTO. Then, data of the columns are serially read out.

In this case, the read process for the data of each column is described in detail as follows. If

the second control signal PC2 goes to logic HIGH at a time t6. the output terminal DQ is pre-charged

25 - with the ground voltage VSS. Thereafter, the second control signal PC2 again goes to logic LOW.

Then, if the column-selecting signal CSEL for selecting a column, and the read command signal

READ, are generated in the form of a pulse at a time t7, the data stored in each column is read out.

According to the method for driving the CMOS image sensor, the reset data is outputted after

the signal data. So, the data I/O line DIO and the output terminal DQ are maintained with the voltage

30 level of the reset data. Therefore, the CMOS image sensor and the method of driving the same

according to the invention have advantages as follows.

1) The sampling transistor 103a of the conventional art (FIG. 1) is not required.
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2) The invention«. no, reouire-—« cap,* ,03. o„he—a,*

Further. the capacitance o, the coUp,in9
-3c is <°—«- -«

II data is decrease. Theretore. ,e— can—— the iayot,, are,, -

compared with the conventional CMOS image sensor.

—-T=rr;=r:=r:r:r
the sources of the second trans.stor 2 ^^^
appended claims.
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